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Miserere mei!
One of the saddest tendencies in our present culture is an increasing
indignant intolerance for the basic humanity of being human. We live in
a culture where people of the past are too often and too easily harshly
judged by the standards of the present. Mercy and compassion are in
short supply and nowhere is this more evident than in the world of
Social Media. It seems that under the cover of the anonymity that
cyber-space offers the temptation to indulge in the sugary sweet
pleasure of self-righteous comments is simply irresistible to an
increasing number of people.
How can we recapture an ethos of mercy and compassion towards
others, especially when those others disagree with and even attack our
beliefs. We are all deeply attached to and even defined by our beliefs,
for they define our reality and are elemental to our sense of self, so any
challenge to our core beliefs tends to feel like a personal attack. But
this is equally true of those who hold opposing beliefs — such is our
shared human condition.
I came across a song recently titled Compassion by singer /song writer
Lucinda Williams. With a powerful poetic eloquence, the song calls on
us to be merciful and compassionate in our dealings with each other:
(Continued on page 2)
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Have compassion for everyone you meet
Even if they don’t want it
What seems like conceit
Is always a sign
Always a sign…
Have compassion
Even if they don’t want it
What seems like bad manners
Is always a sign
Always a sign…
Always a sign
of things no ears have heard
Always a sign
of things no eyes have seen
You do not know
What wars are going on
Down there, where the spirit meets the bone
Down there, where the spirit meets the bone
Compassion can only thrive where there is a common recognition that
those ‘wars’ that William’s song speaks of are the shared wars of our
common humanity. That my suffering is always a part of what Martin
Luther King so poetically called, “our inescapable network of
mutuality.”
If we are to win those “wars” we need to put away our commonplace
indignant intolerance for the basic humanity of being human. That is
what Jesus is encouraging us all to recognise when he calls on us to:
[Always] Be merciful as your Father is merciful [LUKE6:36].
Peace,
Tony
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The Guild
We have bad news! Newlands and Kirkurd Guild, and Upper
Tweeddale Guild have now decided to close down.
But there is good news, we now have the new West Tweeddale Guild
which will be for all the 6 churches in our linkage .
Working together, we hope to better support the work of all our
churches in our communities, and also the wider and much-admired
work of the Church of Scotland Guild.
We will be meeting on the 3rd Wednesday afternoon of each month
from September to March, and will move round our area for each
meeting.
The next meeting will be held in Newlands Church on Wed 19th
October at 2.30pm when Robert Higgins will speak about the work of
The Care Van, and everyone is welcome to come. If anyone is in need
of a lift, please feel free to contact either Fiona Burnett, Margaret
Habeshaw or any other Guild member.
Margaret Habeshaw

Sunday Club
on the first Sunday of each month
for children in P1 to P5
Contact Kate Whalley
or Ann Lyon
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Messy Church will be starting again this winter on the following
Sundays:
Sunday 13 November – Jesus the Light of the World
Sunday 11 December – Christmas
Sunday 15 January – The Good Samaritan
Sunday 19 February – Jesus the Healer

Sunday 12 March – The Feeding of the 5000. Messy Church goes Wild
outside!!
Sessions are from 4-6pm in the New Church Hall at West Linton.
All children from babies to P7 are most welcome to come and join in
the fun!
We will start with a Bible Story and then the children will do a range of
craft activities, followed by a song and a prayer and finish off with a
meal together. All children MUST be accompanied by an adult.
Please do consider joining us for an afternoon of fun activities and a
family meal together.
For more information contact Jean Howat (01968 660677)
howatjean@gmail.com
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Some people may have wondered why the Guide flag was at the front
of the church during the Service of Thanksgiving for the life of Her
Majesty The Queen. For those of you who didn’t know, The Queen, a
former Guide and Sea Ranger herself, was the patron of Girlguiding
from 1953 until her death and the leaders of the local units felt that it
would be appropriate recognise her connection and service in this way,
and for representatives of all sections to be at the service. The Queen
herself said “While the core values of guiding have remained constant, I
have been delighted to watch it evolve, led by the ambitions and needs
of the girls of the day” and “The lives of millions of girls and women
around the world have been influenced by the Girl Guide movement".
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CHRISTIAN AID’S RISE UP, PAY UP
Campaign against climate-related loss and damage
Christian Aid has released an activity pack to help churches take action
on climate-related loss and damage. Rise up Pay up is available free;
enter caid.org.uk/riseuppayuppolitical into your browser to be taken to
the resource, which offers advice, statements and arguments that may
be useful in lobbying MPs and other decision makers. A selective taster
The climate crisis is making extreme weather events such as
droughts, floods and hurricanes more common. The impact can
cause communities to lose everything and the damage done can
be irreversible. This is a key issue for communities on the frontline who have done the least to cause it. In the global North,
the loss and damage caused is often ignored by politicians and
the public, and even by our churches.
The people most affected are already facing damage to harvests
and homes, they are losing their lives, land and culture. Often
the impacts are too great for communities to adapt because
they happen too quickly or are on too large a scale. Meanwhile
polluters continue to burn fossil fuels, to profit from the poison
they produce and turn their backs on the damage already done.
It’s time for the biggest polluters to pay up to repair what’s
been damaged.
CA believes it’s time for governments across the world to set up
a central fund to pay for the loss and damage. The companies
and countries most responsible must contribute the most. The
money needs to be new, not taken from existing budgets, and
be in the form of grants, not loans with high interest rates.
Time and again, rich countries have shown that huge sums can
be found quickly when the political will is there. The fund could
be financed by taxes on fossil fuel extraction, air passenger levies or redirecting fossil fuel subsidies.
(Continued on page 7)
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What can we do in the UK?
The UK is a historical polluter. Like other similar countries, it has continually blocked calls from climate vulnerable countries to establish a
loss and damage fund. The UK is still seen as a world leader on climate (COP26 in Glasgow) and should use its influence to persuade
other countries to do their share. CA wants to raise awareness of the
issue among the wider public so that our government realises that the
UK population want action.
For more information, including how to maximise impact with your political
representatives, read the resource on the Christian Aid website at L&D Church
Activity Pack Online J288467.pdf (christianaid.org.uk)
Robert Higgins Chair, linkage Christian Aid committee

Thank you
Flower Planter by the Main Door of the Church.
Some of you will have noticed the new planter by the main door. This
has been gifted by Fiona Hessey and her husband. He made it and Fiona
planted it up and is going to look after it. It is a truly lovely addition to
the entrance to Church.
On behalf of us all a very big thank you.
Mary Turnbull

Blythswood Shoebox Appeal 2022
The collection for shoeboxes has now been confirmed, so all boxes
must be in church by Sunday 23 October as the uplift is in Peebles on
Monday 24 October.
As ever, boxes will be sent to countries in Eastern Europe and also this
year to Ukraine to support displaced families.
Pat Graham
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BIKES FOR REFUGEES SCOTLAND
Can YOU help?
I have recently heard about an organisation Bikes for refugees Scotland who
are looking for donations of bikes, locks, lights, cycle racks, panniers, new helmets, tools and funds. Volunteer bike mechanics do up the donated bikes and
they are then passed on to refugees and asylum seekers to support their resettlement as new Scots. It sounds like a good scheme – there must be so
many bikes and cycling equipment gathering dust in garages and sheds everywhere? It would be nice to know that your old bike will be put to good use
again helping someone else integrate and mobilise after going through difficult times. Donated bikes should be in reasonable condition – no junk please!
Check it out on the internet via the following links:
www.bikesforrefugees.scot
https://www.bikesforrefugees.scot/bike-donors/#donate=a-bike-form
If there is a lot of interest locally, we could possibly organise bulk collection of
suitable donations?

Robert Higgins, tel 01968 660629 email higfam72@gmail.com

Technology Volunteers…
Those of you who have been in church and not on Zoom may not have
realised the problems that we have been having over the last few
weeks. With door duties, Worship leading, for Kevin and myself, along
with other inevitable absences from worship it is apparent that we
really could do with more volunteers for the rota.
Ideally, I think that we need someone to drive the laptop and someone
to control the sound mixer. If anyone would like to see what is
involved without making a commitment, then please come and sit with
us in the ‘co-pilot’s’ seat as an observer. We are very happy to give
training and then to supervise until you feel confident to ‘go solo’.
Colin
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Newsletter Distribution
We now have a new printer in the church office which enables us to
print the Newsletter in colour. However, this is a fairly slow process
and we would like as many of our readers as possible to accept the
Newsletter by email, a) to save printing time, and b) to reduce the
associated cost of paper and ink. There will still be a printed copy for
those who prefer that and we will continue to deliver as we have been
doing. There will always be a few printed copies placed in the church
each month.
If you are happy to receive your copy by email (if you are not already
getting it this way) please send an email to:
newsletter@standrews-westlinton.org
Thank you.

Colin Herd, Editor

Baby Brunch
every Friday
10.00 to
11.30am

October
12th

In the Old
Church Hall
For parents
grandparents
and carers
with young
children
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October
26th

St Andrew’s Harvest Thanksgiving
Our Harvest Thanksgiving service this year
will be on Sunday 9th October at 11.30.
The service will be conducted by
Rev Dr Tony Foley
The congregation invited to
bring items of non-perishable
food and there will be a
retiring collection.
Both the food and the
money will be split between
the Penicuik and Peebles
foodbanks. Donations
can also be given to the
treasurer Michael Knott.
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Grounds Maintenance

Yes, it’s that time of
year again when the
winds blow and the leaves fall! As always, we need volunteers to help
with leaf clearing around the church and the halls.
Ideally, we need to clear the leaves from around the church on a
weekly basis until the beginning of November. If anyone has time to
spare please just go and tidy up some leaves. If you are able to take
them for recycling that would be great. Otherwise just leave the bags
and I will arrange collection. At the end of October/beginning of
November we can perhaps put the leaves on the bonfire.
Work at the New Church Hall is better done with a team. We might be
able to do this during the school holiday week commencing 10th
October. Otherwise it needs to be a Saturday. If you are able to help
with this please email me at newsletter@standrews-westlinton.org and
I will let you know when I plan to do this.
Colin Herd
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Services September
West Linton 11.30 am

Carlops 10.00 am

Newlands 10.00 am

2nd

Patsy Campbell

Patsy Campbell

Mary McElroy

9th

Rev Dr Tony Foley

Rev Dr Tony Foley

David Howat

16th

Isobel Hunter

Isobel Hunter

Rev Dr Tony Foley

23rd

Fiona Burnett

Fiona Burnett

Peter Worthington

30th

Kevin Scott

Kevin Scott

Isobel Hunter

Door Duties
October
Neil Calvert
Choir
Christine Leith Main
Mary Turnbull £ Gallery

Oct

2nd
9th
16th
23rd
30th

Readers
Kevin Scott
Colin Herd
Colin Herd
Pat Graham
Pat Graham

November
Ann Lyon
Choir
Michael Knott
Main
Daryll Green £
Gallery

Nov

6th
13th
20th
27th

Readers
Kirsty Crick
Kirsty Crick
Elaine Robinson
Elaine Robinson

Material for the November Newsletter should be submitted to the editor
by Monday 24th October 2022. The November issue will be available by 30th
October.
Copy to Colin Herd: email: newsletter@standrews-westlinton.org.
Please include ‘Newsletter’ in the subject of your email.
To stop receiving the Newsletter by email please send an email to :
newsletter@standrews-westlinton.org with “Unsubscribe” in the subject line.
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